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Edwards Leaves MHS Post;
Returns To Alma Mater
— See Sports
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Tuesday, December 18, 2007

Murray, KY 42071

438th set to
return to
Murray this
weekend
By HOLLY WISE
Staff Writer
In a matter of months, the
Bring a Soldier Home project
has raised over $60,000 —
exceeding their goal of $25,000
— in their efforts to bring the
136 members of the 438th
Military Police Unit home for
Christmas. With support from
the community, region and
nation, the tickets have been
bought and three Louisville
motor coaches are on standby.
The 438th Military Police Unit
is coming home.
"I am so proud that they're
going to be home for Christmas
and appreciate all the work
that's gone in to get them
home," said Murray Mayor Tom
Rushing. "I really do appreciate
the fact that the citizens of
Murray and Calloway County
have gone to bat to bring these
young men and women home so
they can enjoy their families
during the Christmas holiday."
Linda Todd, creator of the
roject, said the soldiers are
heduled to leave Fort Dix, NJ.
aturday at 3 p.m. They should
.ve at the Murray National
Guard Armory between 10 and
11 a.m. Sunday morning. She
said they will be calling along
the way as they get closer to
Murray.
One bus will stop in
Louisville because some soldiers are from the central
Kentucky area. The other two
buses will continue to the
Armory where the soldiers will
be met by family members.
A banner will be waiting at the
armory but instead of it welcoming the soldiers home, Todd said
it is from the soldiers themselves, thanking the public for
their donations and getting them
home for the holidays.
Todd began the Bring a
Soldier Home project in
September when her son, Jay
Todd, captain of the 438th, told
his parents of his unit's impending deployment to Iraq after a
three month training penod in
Fort Dix, NJ.
When Todd asked her son if he
would be home for Christmas,
he replied, "I won't come home

INDEX

unless all of my soldiers come
home."
From that moment, Todd has
led the community, region and
nation in her efforts to bring all
the soldiers home. She began by
appealing to friends and business owners and people she
knew; from there, word spread
and responses began pouring in.
Local restaurants contributed
by offering rebate nights or
other events, and also set up
containers at the entrances for
customers to put their donations.
Todd said they have even
received
donations
from
Indiana, Illinois, Missouri, eastern Kentucky, Washington D.C.
and Texas.
By the middle of November,
they had already exceeded their
$25,000 goal by banking
$29,077.99. They still had a little over two weeks left till their
pre-set finish date of Dec. 6.
"What surprises me is how
quick we reached that goal,"
said Todd, in a former interview
with the Ledger "That part really surprised me. It jusl, happened so much quicker and
spread further to other states.
That tells me they are supporting
the soldiers; Filtriotism is still
alive."
Anticipating a surplus of
funds, Todd and other leaders in
the project designated some of
the money to be used as meal
money for the soldiers' trip.
From there, any additional
money will be placed in an
emergency fund and will be
managed by a committee.
If a soldier needs to come
home on emergency leave while
in Iraq or if a family member
needs to travel overseas to be
with a soldier, the emergency
fund will be available.
"Hopefully nothing will happen, but this time we will have
the resources to help someone's
family.- said Todd.
When the 438th returns and
money still remains in the emergency fund, Capt. Todd has
requested that the money go to
the Kentucky National Guard
unit replacing the 438th.
"It stays with the soldiers,"
Linda Todd said. "It's for the
soldiers and the soliligrs only."

GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times
A WATCHFUL EYE: City, county and state law enforcement officials and safety personnel from several departments were on
hand Monday afternoon at Calloway County's North Elementary School for a seat belt safety promotion. Motonsts picking up
students from school were given literature about buckling up children safely. Calloway County Sheriff Bill Marcum said officials
would follow up with school personnel to find out if children are being properly buckled up. Pictured above, Marcum, tight,
keeps a watchful eye on motorists leaving the school grounds.

THIS ACTUALLY IS ROCKET SCIENCE!
MSU students take part in satellite launch program
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
With dreams of becoming rocket scientists or something near that goal, Murray
State University students Keith Bux and
Amber-Rose White became members of a
team that tested specially-designed electronics as part of a state program to put a satellite in Earth orbit.
Sponsored by the Kentucky Science and
Technology Corporation and KySAT
(Kentucky Satellite), the effort was part of
the state's first mission to space with the
code name, "Space Express." Designed to
be a sub-orbital launch, the purpose of the
mission was to test subsystems and processes under development for future KySAT
orbital missions with launch targets beginning in 2008.
KySAT is a joint-enterprise involving

public organizations, colleges, universities
and private companies in a student-led initiative involving the design, building,
launching and ground operation of small
satellites and other spacecraft to promote
science, technology, engineering, innovation
and education.
The launch took place Dec. 5 at a White
Sands, N.M.. facility carrying a studentdesigned and built payload. A successful
liftoff was achieved, but while the rocket
initially operated successfully in an attempt
to reach a target altitude of about 203 miles,
the vehicle sustained a catastrophic failure
after the payload did not reach the targeted
altitude, according to a news release from
program officials.
White, an engineering and physics major
with an emphasis on electrical engineering
was a member of the payload team. Her

responsibilities included development of
variqus sensors, radio, batteries.and other
components.
"My part on the team was to help design
and lay out the (circuit) boards and when we
were ready to put everything together I was
part of the integration team,- she said.
White said she got involved in KySAT
during a seRrch for a research project.
"Essentially the whole purpose of the
program is to design, build and launch satellites," she said. "We have a satellite in the
works, tat it's not finished yet. This basic
first mission was set up to be End of like a
sub-mission for us to work on because our
funders — KSTC — needed to put something out and get it into space."
Bux, an engineering and physics major

U See Page 4A
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Amber-Rose White, left photo, and Keith Bux, right, both engineering and physics students at Murray State University, took
part in the rocket launch and testing of satellite equipment at
White Sand, N.M., Gather this month as part of Kentucky's first
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mission into space under the KySAT program. The two students helped to design both the test rocket and vital electroit
ics that will be used next year when an effort will be made to
place a satellite in Earth orbit.
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Whitfield files for re-election

SherlifPolicelogi
Calloway County Sheriff's Department
-Vandalism to fields on A B Lassiter Road was reported Thursday
at 3:08 p.m.
-A calier reported a possible traffic accident with injuries at the
intersection of 1660 and Ky. 94 West involving an elderly female
Saturday at 12:46 a.m.
-A caller reported a traffic accident with injuries on Ky. 121 North
at 5 18 a.m Calloway County Fire-Rescue was dispatched to the
scene.
-A caller reported that checks had been stolen from their residence on Murray Pans Road at 8.20 p.m.
-A caller reported a man driving through the Cooksey Drive area
shooting dogs Sunday at 12:23 p.m.
Murray Police Department
-A theft was reported at 1504 Clayshire Thursday at 8:13 a.m.
Extra patrol was assigned to the area.
--Bloody footprints were reported at Five Star at the intersection
Of 16th Street and 121 South at 1228 p.m.
-Tamara Ainscough was arrested and charged with first degree
possession of a controlled substance (crack cocaine).
caller reported a hit and run at Wal-Mart at 6:53 p.m.
-A theft was reported Friday at 9:19 a.m. at the BP located at
13th and Main Streets.
-A theft was reported at Speedway at 5:42 p.m.
-A purse was reported stolen to the police department Saturday
at 3.05 p m
-Extra patrol was requested Sunday at the Christmas tree lot on
North 12th Street because trees were reportedly being stolen
-A hit and run was reported at Kroger at 8:35 a.m
-Criminal mischief was reported at 203 Pine Street at 11.14 p m.
Murray State University Police Department
-A report for criminal mischief in the third degree was taken when
a substance was put in the dryer with the subject's clothes and
the dryer was turned back on in Hester College Wednesday at
7;21 a m Housing was notified for the dryer to be cleaned
-A report for theft by unlawful taking under $300 was filed when
a subject reported that their vehicle had been broken into behind
White College at 9.31 a.m.
— Infouration is obtained from reports.
logs and citations from various agencies.

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield has filed
candidacy papers to run for an
western
in
term
eighth
Kentucky's 1st Congressional
District.
Whitfield has held the seat

since 1994. That's when he
defeated Tom Barlow, then the
Democratic incumbent, in the
Republican revolution that
changed the balance of power in
Congress. Whitfield is the only
Republican to hold the seat since

the Civil War.
A campaign staffer delivered
the candidacy papers to the
Kentucky secretary of state's
office on Monday afternoon.

Rep. Ed Whitfield
R-Ky.

Mail thefts investigated
Staff Report
The U.S. Postal Inspection
Service is investigating several
stolen letters from a collection
box at the Murray Post Office.
According to a release from
the U.S. Postal Inspection
Service's Pittsburgh Division,
several letters that were not
placed securely in the outgoing
box located in front of the pos
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the box experienced a high vol- afternoon
ume of letters that day which Alice Rouse. publisher
caused the box to exceed its
capacity.
We must have had a surge of
holiday cards that filled it up
after we had it was collected,"
inside the United
WASHINGTON (AP) —The and controversial bill, this legis- Fratto said Monday night. "Each puter lines
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delay
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late
Senate
Vince Birk.
tap
a new ough discussion on the floor," he reopening a dangerous intelli- foreign threats. Agents may
Some items were later recov- consideration of a vote on
that we closed last lines without court permission
gap
gence
said.
bill
eavesdroppin
government
ered by the Calloway County
outside the country.
The new surveillance hill is summer."
Sheriff's Department and have until January.
The most contentious quesSenators clashed Monday in
cader meant to replace a temporary
Senate Majonty
been returned to the letters'
the tion is whether telecommunicawhether
over
debate
of
hours
Congress
law
eavesdropping
bill
the
delayed
Reid
Harry
senders.
That government's need to eavesdrop tions companies that helped the
Birk said measures have been because there were more than a hastily passed in August.
gov- on potential terrorists outweighs government tap American comthe
expanded
which
law,
and
planned,
amendments
dozen
preto
office
post
taken by the
in Americans' expectations that munications after the Sept. II,
listen
to
authority
ernment's
legthe
on
left
time
vent future postal overflows. not enough
2001, terrorist attacks should be
he office also issued any apol- islative calendar to manage on American communications their private communications
granted immunity from lawsuits
permission, are protected.
without court
ogy to customers for any incon- them.
from their actions.
stemming
grappling
was
Senate
The
I.
Feb.
expires
be
would
it
venience.
"Everyone feels
The White House expressed with how to update the 1978 The surveillance was done withIf anyone has information on to the best interests of the Senate
intelligence out permission from the secret
Foreign
the person/persons involved or that we takc a look at this when disappointment with the delay.
"There will be very little time Surveillance Act, the law that court created 30 years ago to
if anyone experiences any fraud- we come back after the first of
regarding the year," said Reid, D-Nev.
to accomplish this when dictates when federal agents protect Americans from unwaractivity
ulent
on
accounts, they are asked to con"With more than a dozen Congress returns in January," must obtain court permission ranted government intrusions
tact the Postal Inspection amendments to this complex White House spokesman Tony before tapping phone and com- their privacy.
Hotline at (877) 876-2455.

Senate delays surveillance bill until new year
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7-year-old girl shot protecting her mother

DETROIT (AP) - As the
Mrs. Gladys Mane Cain Jarrett, 78, Murray, died Monday. Dec. gunman
was about to open file,
17, 2007, at 11:45 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
7-year-old Alexis Goggins
She received her bachelor of science degree in library science and
lunged from the back seat of the
her masters in secondary education from Murray State University. A
SUV and threw herself across
member of the Home Department of the Murray Woman's Club, she her mom,
crying, "Don't hurt
was named the 1989-1990 Kentucky Mother of the Year.
my mother!"Six bullets from the
Preceding her in death were her husband, Odell Jarrett, one 9 mm handgun slammed into
grandson, Bryan Caruth, and one brother, C.E. Cain Jr. Boni June Alexis,
one piercing her right
24, 1929, in Camden, Tenn., she was the daughter of the late
eye. Two slugs hit her mother.
Commie Elihu Cain and Beulah Mane Howe Cain.
Alexis'
mother
pulled
Survivors include three sons, Calvin Jarrett, Huntingdon, Tenn.,
through. But two weeks later,
James Jarrett, Gleasod, Tenn., and Jimmy.Ray Jarrett, Hamlin; five
Alexis lies in critical condition,
daughters, Jeanne Rhea, Raleigh, NC., Jan Fricker, Murray, Laura
blind in one eye. And to her
Hogins, Anchorage. Alaska, and Evy Michale Jarrett Bostlernan and
classmates and many people in
Jennifer Jarrett, both of Toledo, Ohio; three brothers, Franklin D.
this city so depressingly familiar
Cain, Mt. Juliet, Tenn., James Howe Cain, Summertown. Tenn., and
with violence, the little girl is a
Thomas H. Cain. Lafayette, La.; three sisters, Pauline Hardy, Dyer,
hero.
Tenn., Mary Sue Myers, Louisville, and Evy Lou Goddard, Union
"She was trying to save me,"
City, Tenn.; 10 grandchildren; two great-grandchildren.
her mother, Seliethia Parker, 30,
The funeral will be Wednesday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Blalocktold The Associated Press on
Coleman & York Funeral Home. Rev. James H. Cain and Rev. Lloyd
Monday. "My baby is just an
Hardy will officiate. Burial will follow in the Murray Memorial
angel to her mother. I thought as
Gardens. Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m.
today (Tuesday). Expressions of sympathy may be made to the mother. I'd be saving my
child. I never thought my daughCalloway County Public Library, 710 Main St., Murray, KY. 42071.
ter
would be saving me."
Online condolences may be made at www.yorkfuneralhome.com
Alexis has undergone three
operations since the shooting,
Mrs. Ulffan Mae Cook
Mrs. Lillian Mae Cook, 82, Tabard Drive, Murray, died Monday, and her mother sits by her bedDec. 17, 2007, at 11:56 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. side at Children's Hospital of
Michigan.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
As for the mother, she was
seriously wounded, with one
Ms. Fredda Zane Cordy
Ms. Fredda Zane Cordy, 69, Hazel, died Monday, Dec. 17, 2007, slug grazing her head and the
at 11 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Blalock-Coleman other entering her chest and
& York Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements. Online condo- stopping just short of an artery.
But she was released from the
lences may be made at www.yorkfuneralhome.com
hospital just a few days later.
Parker's former boyfriend,
Mrs. Geraldine (Gerry) Reed
Calvin
Tillie, a 29-year-old exThe funeral for Mrs. Geraldine (Gerry) Reed will be Wednesday
at 11 a.m. in the chapel of Milner and Orr Funeral Home, Paducah. convict on parole, was arrested
Rev. Topper Council and Rev. Larry Starnes will officiate. Burial in the shooting and charged with
will follow in the Oak Grove Cemetery, Paducah. Visitation will be two counts of assault with intent
at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. today (Tuesday). Online trib- to commit murder, along with
other offenses. He could get life
utes may be left at www.milnerandoncom
Mrs. Reed, 77, Murray, died Sunday. Dec. 16, 2007, at 2:59 a.m. in prison. Alexis is learning-disat Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah. A graduate of Murray State abled and lags-- behind other
University with a degree in library sciences, she had retired from the youngsters her age. As a result,
Calloway County Public Library and was formerly employed at the police say it may never be
Paducah Public Library. A member of New Covenant Church, she known whether Alexis meant to
was a past president of Murray Woman's Club and of Paducah shield her mother from the bullets with her body. But Parker
Woman's Club.
Survivors include her husband, Donald L. Reed, to whom she had said that if her daughter hadn't
been married for 58 years; one daughter, Mrs. Nancy Conkwright
and husband, Tony. Paducah; two sons, Michael L. Reed, Paducah,
and David Reed, Nashville, Tenn.; one sister, Mrs. Barbara
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)Freeman, Yorktown, Ind.; three grandchildren, Mary Beth Presser
and husband, Tyler, Sarah Reed and Ryan Reed; five great-grand- A former university student
children; several nieces and nephews.
from Indiana has pleaded not
guilty in Louisville to murdering
Gilbert Bruce Dunn
her newborn daughter and conA memorial service for Gilbert Bruce Dunn will be held at a later cealing the body.
date. Milner & On Funeral Home of Paducah is in charge of
arrangements. Expressions of sympathy may be made to Habitat for
Humanity International, Att. Gifts Emirs the Heart, 121 Habitat St.,
Americus, GA 31709-3498.
Mr. Dunn,74, Murray, died Saturday, Dec. 15, 2007, at 1:37 a.m.
at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
A retired superintendent of schools, he was a member of First
ELIZABETHTOWN, Ky.
United Methodist Church of Murray and the Murray Country Club.
Preceding him in death were his parents, Addison Orville Dunn and (AP)-State police say they are
investigating the death of a jail
Florence Puels Dunn. and one brother.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Helen Popemack Dunn; two inmate who was on work detail.
Police said 46-year-old
daughters, Rebecca Leigh Dunn, Fairfax, Va., and Shelley Marie
Dunn, both of Fremont, Calif.; one stepdaughter. Pamela Ward, Joseph Graves Jr. of Louisville
Murray; two sons, Michael Scott Dunn, Ypsilanti, Mich., and Dallas was working at the Meade
Gregory Dunn, Chicago, Ill.; one stepson, David Brown, Warren, County Solid Waste and
Mich.; one brother. Kenneth Dunn, Glendale. Calif.; seven grandchildren.

put herself in between, "I really
don't know. We might have been
dead."
Parker said she met Tillie earlier this year and called off the
relationship after three months,
but he had other ideas. "He was
harassing me," she said. "He
would constantly call my house,
popping up in the middle of the
night."
Shortly after midnight on
Dec. 2, police say, Alexis and
her mother climbed into their
friend Aisha Ford's vehicle for a
late night birthday get-together
for Ford's mother. The girl got
into the back seat, and her mother took the front passenger seat.
Tillie, who had been standing
outside the house in the shadows
despite the cold,jumped into the
back of the SUV, next to Alexis,
and forced Ford to drive at gunpoint for several harrowing minutes until the woman convinced
him she needed to stop for gas,
according to an account the
women gave police.
Ford told police she tried to
stall for time while pumping
gas. As she and the station attendant called 911, several shots
erupted from inside the vehicle.
Police say the girl had jumped
toward her mother in the front
seat.
Parker bolted from the SUV,
screaming. Officers found
Alexis curled beneath the steering wheel in a pool of blood.
Tillie was arrested at the scene.
His attorney, Kim Basen
Michon, asked for a psychological evaluation for Tillie. The
lawyer was on vacation and
could not be reached for comment Monday.
In addition to losing her right
eye, Alexis was shot in the chin
and jaw. Several days after the
shooting, the little girl, her face
horribly swollen and wrapped in

Mrs. Lera Neff Alexander

mountain in eastern Kentucky.
Bowling said Cantrell died
from an accidental self-inflicted
gunshot to the neck and head
while deer hunting with his
stepfather and some friends.
At least two other Kentucky
teens have been shot in hunting
accidents since September.

AP,
in an undated photo provided by the Parker family, Seliethie
Parker, left, 30, and her daughter, Alexis Goggins, 7, are
shown. The girl is recovering from six gunshot wounds to her
face, one through her eye, from the gun in the hand of he
mother's angry, jilted ex-boyfriend.
bandages, stirred and squeezed
her mother's hand.
-She is doing much better."
Parker said. "She opened up one
eye. Everything seems to be
going great."
In Alexis' special education
classroom
at
Campbell
Elementary School, her classmates have named a stuffed toy
with pink ears "Hero.""We didn't want Alexis' spot to be

vacant, so she's got a sweet betr
to sit in her place until stg
conies back," said her teacher,
Angela Lang. Alexis suffered p
stroke before age I and h4s.
epilepsy. Her teacher showed ott
a jpumal revealing strides Alexis
had made in writing over thc
past few months. What started as
an illegible series of lines had
evolved into distinct letters: A,
and E.

Ex-Bellarmine student pleads not guilty in baby's death
A lawyer for 19-year-old
Kathryn "Katie" McCoy of
Plainfield, Ind., entered the plea
for McCoy, who didn't speak
during a brief hearing Monday
in Jefferson County Circuit

Police investigate death
on inmate on work detail
Recycling when he was injured
by a piece of heavy equipment.
Police say the Meade County
inmate was taken to Hardin
Memorial Hospital, where he
was pronounced dead. An investigation is continuing.

14-year-old hunter killed

The funeral for Mrs. Lera Nell Alexander will be today
(Tuesday) at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Hudson Funeral Service, Inc.,
Otisville, Mich. Chaplain Howard Wideman will officiate.
Cremation will follow. Expressions of sympathy may be made to
Brian's House, Davison, Mich.
Mrs. Alexander, 82, Otter Lake, Mich., formerly of Murray, Ky.,
died Friday. Dec. 14, 2007, at Brian's House in Davison, Mich. Born
Oct. 23, 1925. in Murray, Ky.. she was the daughter of the late
Thomas Hughes and Vera Maud Lockhart Hughes. Also preceding
her in death were her husband, Paul L. Alexander, one grandson,
Paul C. Van Allen. and three brothers, Albert, Charlie and Herbert
Hughes.
.Mrs. Alexander was a member of the Otter Lake VFW Women's
Auxiliary and her hobbies were gardening and canning. Survivors
include one son. Robert Alexander; five daughters, Paula Rubey and
husband. Bruce, Alberta Alexander. Vera Stephens, Rebecca
Whitsitt and husband. Steve, and Kathy Fuller and husband, JR.;
three brothers, Alton Hughes and wife, Charlotte, James Hughes and
Thomas Hughes Jr., and wife, Faye; three sisters, Odell Ivy, Clara
Ann Adams and Vera Brodeur and husband. Chuck; 10 grandchildren; six great-grandchildren.

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)Another Kentucky teenager has
died in a hunting accident.
Letcher County Deputy
Coroner Wallace Bowling says
14-year-old Ryan Cantrell of
Blaine fell on his muzzleloading
rifle Saturday afternoon while
trying to walk through mud on a

Medicaid reporting questioned
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)State Auditor Crit Luallen is reef'
ommending that Kentucky
improve its system for reporting
Medicaid spending. Luallen's
office said it is impossible under
the Kentucky Cabinet for Health
and Family Services reporting
practices to determine if reforms
to the Medicaid program have

saved money. The findings will
be sent to Gov. Steve Beshear's
administration and to lawmakers. Luallen said in a statement
on Monday that the findings
show the need for more transparency in Medicaid financial
reports, especially in light of a
projected $389 million shortfall
this fiscal year.

Court. The Courier-Journal
reports that her parents also
attended the hearing.
She's charged with murder
and tampering with physical evidence in the Oct. 23 incident,

Police say McCoy gave birth ti:1
the baby in a toilet on the cant
pus of Bellarmine University.
McCoy has been free on
$50,000 bond since Oct. 26. HO,
next hearing is Jan. 30.
,

1° STOCK Mi\RKFT RFPORT
Investments Since 1854
Dow Jones bud. Avg.....13209.3 + 42.1
Air Products -----101.00 + 2.02
AT&T, Inc--.................--41.06 + 0.56
12.31 - 0.23
BB&T
Brigo & Stratton ----.12.00 + 0.12
Bristol Myers Squibb ....-27.96 + 0.15
Caterpillar
-0.12
Chevroa Texaco Corp...90.62 + 0.64
Daimler Chrysler ----9433 +1.76
Dean Foods
+ 0.22
Exxon-Mobil .,_...,............90.26 + 037
General Electric ----36.53 + 0.05
General Motors
+ 0.11
Gla °Smith Kline APR .--51.32 - 0.28
Goodrich -.-_-.-_-.71.39 + 0.17
Goodyear .,,............26.9S + 0.13
HopFed Bank' ..........14.59 B 14.96 A
.105.26 + 0.73
1BM

in.

Kroger
+ 0.16
Mattel _---.-_--19.90 • 0.09
McDonalds ._60.29 + 0.53
Microsoft .-----..34,50 +
43.80 - 0.16
J.C. Penne).
Pepsico Inc
77.24 -0.13
Pfizer. Inc. ----........23.19 + 0.22
Regions Financial
+ 0.09
Schering-Plough .......---27.01 + 0.02
Sears Holding Corp .......104.10 + 0.11
Time Warner.-----16.55 + 0.05
US Bancorp -----.-.-31.48 • 0.33
1.ST ----.--.---56.81 • 0.24
VkellPoint Inc
+ 0.53
Wal-Mart --- -..--_.48.13 + 030

HILLIARD LYONS I
Financial Consultants
Ron Arant I Heath Scott
Court Square Murray, KY 42071
270.753.3366 I 800•444•1854
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Let Chem-Dry Break Out The Bubbly This Holiday Season
he holiday season is finally here Before family and friends come to visit make your carpets and upholstery look their
best by having therm cleaned by your(hem-Dry professional. While regular vacuum cleaning is important professional deep-cleaning by your certified Chem-Dry technician will maximize the removal of dirt and allergens. In fact, the
Environmental Protection Agency recommends professional carpet cleaning at least twice a year, and more often if you have
dUldren or pets in your home
Chem-Dry, the largest most trusted carpet and fabric care network in the world, has harnessed the power of carbonated solutions to dean carpet and fabncs with amazing effectiveness. You've probably heard of using club soda to remove stains. Well,
it's actually the carbonated bubbles that do the work.
Chem-Dry's natural solutions with active, effervescent bubbles literally explode dirt and grime from your carpet and lift them
to the surface where they can be removed. The great benefits of this process are deep cleaning, fast drying lone-two hours), and
resistance to residing And, Chem-Dry is non-toxic. so its safe for kids and pets. So let Chem-Dry break out the bubbly in your
home this holiday and both you and your swab will enjoy more beautiful. healthy carpets.
You Wouldn't Wash Your Jolly Guests & Clean
Clothes Without An
Carpets Seldom Mix.
Agitator, WIty Have Your
Carpet atoned Without Call Chem-Dry for an After Holiday Touch-Up
Agitation. Our Patented This rug you can laugh off holiday mishaps because
Chnn-Dry will return after the holidays for a special
Power Head Will Get Your touch-up
of high traffic areas and walla Yeti', home will
Carpet Deep Down Clean & look its best for holiday guests and king after
At The Saw Thaw. Help can the Chess-thy profrosionals to schedule
Revive The Carpet Nap. your after holiday touch-up.

T

Superior Capet & Upholstery Cleating

°I.med17114".4
riowier a Mumma
F-ekeh

Lakeland(he

Drier. Cleaner. Healthief
Serving Calloway, Marshall, McCracken Ballard Counties
2118 Villa Square • Murray, KY 42071

Call Now
To
Schedule
Your
Holiday
Cleaning!

1-270-759-1569 • 1-270-227-4601 • 1-800-273-5184
Matt our webtate at www.cherndry.corn

CYttielchnikigit
MtPIWIPJ

'Complete Bedroom Suites
'Dining Room Suites • Living Room Suites
•End & Occasional Tables
•Recliners and Accent Chairs
'Mattress Sets

1407 Main Street, Murray
(270) 761-7653
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Thanks for voting us Favorite Auto Repair Shop in Calloway County.
title's hoping your holiday season is a truly memorable one.
We know we're filled with fond memories as we recall the many kind people
we've had the privilege to serve this year. Merry Christmas!

Cunningham

with an emphasis on mechanical
engineering, was charged with
helping to design the carrier that
transported the various parts of
the payload. "After We carrier
was desig.ied my part was working with the ground station
crew,- he said. "I helped to set
up the ground station and helped
to develop the software that was
designed for that."
Daniel Erb, a former student
MSU student from Benton who
is now attending classes at the
University of Kentucky, also
took part in the program. Erb
had been involved with previous
KySAT missions as well.
James Hereford, assistant
professor at MSU's Department
of Engineering and Physics,
commended both students for
their work. He said Bux was an
excellent problem solver who
works to get things done while
White is a good communicator.
something just as important for
some engineering jobs as technical skill.
"I am happy that AmberRose and Keith have had the
opportunity to work with the
KySat program,- Hereford said.
"It gives them the chance to
work with a large team of engineers and scientists, solve interesting problems, and see what it
takes to put together a large
design project such as a satellite," he said. "Murray State
engineering students work side
by side with graduate students
of
University
the
from
of
University
Kentucky,
Louisville. and other schools in
Kentucky and they do a fantastic
job.White and Bux said they
learned a lot from the experience.
"For me. the most satisfying

Photo provided

se
Murray State University students Keith Bux and Amber-Ro
es
universiti
from
students
other
dozen
a
about
White joined
across the state in launching "Space Express," part of
Kentucky's first mission into space.
and most challenging part of it similar field after graduation.
"I really don't know what I
was just the sheer learning expehence because the engineering want to do because there is so
and physics program is a very much that I could do," he said.
broad program. It kind of dab- "There's a whole hallway of
bles in a little bit of everything,- doors and it's hard to pick just
White said. "There's no such one door that I want to do
thing as one set thing. Like if because there are so many to
you are going electrical, that you pick from."
White says she knows she
are going to work only with
printed circuits or components wants to work in design and
or things like that. It encompass- development of electrical components for the U.S. space proes much more than that."
Bux agreed and added a a gram.
"My dream is to work in the
few lessons of his own. "1 have
learned how to deal with people space industry," she said. "I
better and I've learned that want to work on designing
things don't always happen the something, but I'm not sure
way you expect them to hap- specifically what area I want to
pen," he said, pointing to minor go into, but it will have somedisappointments on the project thing to do with the electrical
such as the time delays on the stuff. I want to design something
that will go up in a satellite or a
launch.
Bux said he plans to enter a space ship or something."

Homeland Security regulations soon
to affect some Kentucky farmers

AUTO REPAIR
Voted Favorite Auto Repair Six Years In A Row!
619 S. 4th St.• 753-6831
Hrs: 7:30 a.m. - 5 p.m. NI - F

Special to the Ledger
In
LEXINGTON, Ky. November the U.S. Department
of Homeland Security released a
list of chemicals of concern,
known as "Appendix A
Appendix A includes such
chemicals as ammonium nitrate.
anhydrous ammonia, potassium
nitrate and sodium nitrate.
Kentucky farmers might use one
or all of these common chemicals in their operations. If they
possess the chemicals above
specified quantities, farmers will
need to register with DHS and
complete what's known as a
"Top-Screen" assessment by
Jan. 21.
"After farmers register and
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Part B and Supplemental
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complete the Top-Screen assess- counting tanks 10,000 pounds
ment, DHS will notify them if or less).
"All of the rules revolve
the farmer is considered 'high
risk' and let them know if any around possession of the chemiadditional requirements need to cals," Schwab said. "So if a
be met,- said Greg Schwab, farmer has the fertilizer retailer
University of Kentucky College custom apply their fertilizer.
of Agriculture extension soils only the custom applicator
"Unfortunately, needs to be registered."
specialist.
The new DHS requirements
because of the very low threshold quantities, many Kentucky were put into play when
farmers and most agriculture Congress passed and President
of
retailers are required to com- Bush signed the Department
Security
Homeland
assesscreen
plete this Top-S
Appropriations Act of 2007. A
ment."
Schwab said farmers who do section of the act authorizes
not currently have these materi- DHS to require high-risk chemials. but take a delivery at a later cal facilities to complete securidate, have 60 days from the day ty vulnerability assessments,
develop site security plans, and
of delivery to register.
"Also if someone is regis- implement risk-based measures
tered, and then they increase the designed to satisfy DHS-defined
quantity of materials they pos- risk-based performance stansess - above the amount they dards. The act also authorized
told DHS in the original Top- DHS to enforce compliance
Screen - they have 60 days to with the security regulations,
including conducting audits and
update their information.The following is a partial list inspections of high-risk faciliof common agricultural chemi- ties, imposing civil penalties of
cals and quantities specified in up to $25,000 per day, and shutting down facilities that fail to
Appendix A:
Nitrate comply with the regulations.
• Ammonium
Schwab said farmers or agriFertilizer - 2,000 pounds in a
shipping package (bags, truck, cultural retailers who meet any
fertilizer buggies - basically one of the criteria should log
onto the DHS web page at
anything except bulk storage)
• Anhydrous Ammonia - http://www.dhs.gov/xprevprot/p
10,000 pounds total (Add all rograms/gc_1169501486197.sht
quantities in nurse tanks and m and complete the Chemical
bulk tanks to get possession Security Assessment Tool.
For more information about
quantity.)
• Potassium Nitrate - 400 the DHS' Chemical Facility
Anti-Terrorism Standards visit
pounds in a shipping package
at
Web site
DHS
• Sodium Nitrate - 400 the
http://www.dhs.govichemicalsepounds in a shipping package
•Some common fumigants curity or call the CSAT Helpline
insecticides. (Check at(866)323-2957 from 7 a.m. to
and
7 p.m., EST. Monday through
Appendix A for specifics.)
•Propane - 60,000 lbs (not Friday.

Dr. Heskett and family
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family ajoyous and
% healthy holiday season.
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Murray State University
decking halls for Christmas

2007 Need Line Christmas
Food Baskets will be given out
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Murray-Calloway County Need Line will
be accepting applications and giving out
Christmas Food Baskets to Calloway County and Murray residents who cannot afford
to buy Christmas dinner and meet the
guidelines.
This will be from 10 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.,
today, Wednesday, Thursday and Friday
at the Need Line office at 638 South Fourth
St., Murray. Each family should bring
proof of income and amount of food stamps
Jo's
members in the household along
for
Datebook withallproof
of residency.
By Jo Burkeen
This program is first come, first serve,
Community
all other factors permitting. For more inforEditor
mation call the Need Line office at 7536333.

Lutheran program Wednesday

The Children's Christmas program will be presented Wednesday at 7:15 p.m. at the Immanuel Lutheran Church. The public is invited.

Narcotics Anonymous will meet

Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Monday at 6 p.m. and
Tuesday and Thursday at 8 p.m. at 1628 West Main St., Murray, next to St. John's Episcopal Church. For information call
753-8419 or 1-877-447-2004.

Health Express lists stops

Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will
offer glaucoma screenings, and blood pressure and pulse checks
on Wednesday from 8:30 to 11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to 3 p.m.
at First United Methodist Church in Murray and on Thursday
from 8:30 to 11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to 3 p.m. at Wal-Mart in
Murray.

TOPS to meet Thursday

Thursday TOPS (take off pounds sensibly) Chapter #469
will meet Thursday at 5:15 p.m. in the annex of Calloway
Public Library. The meeting is open to the public. For information call Stephanie Cunningham at 753-7129 or 210-4173.
is invited.

Hazel club will judge tonight

Hazel Woman's Club will be judging the Christmas decorations and lights of homes in the city limits of Hazel tonight
between 6 to 9. All homes in the city will be judged for the
competition. First, second and third place winners will be made,
according to the club members. For more information call 4988234.

t
'The Lettermen' in concert tonightonight
at

"The Lettermen" will present a Christmas concert
7 at the Murray State University Lovett auditorium. Sponsoring the event will be the Murray Civic Music Association.
Tickets can be purchased at the door. For information call
753-5650 or 753-8207.

MES Council will meet

Murray Elementary School Based Decision Making Council
will meet today at 3:30 in the conference room. All interested persons are invited.

Al-Anon meeting tonight

Al-Anon will meet tonight at 7:30 at First United Methodist
Church. Please enter from the southside rear door located near
the playground. The only requirement is that there be a problem of alcoholism or addiction in a relative or friend.

Bingo planned today

The Knights of Columbus will sponsor Bingo tonight from
6:30 to 9 at the building at 332 Squire Rd., Murray. Funds
from the Bingo help support local, national and international
charities. For more information call 293-7061.

TOPS Group will meet

Murray State University
(MSU) is decking the halls
across the country this Christmas season with its fourth annual The Holidays at Murray
State 2007: The Sights ... The
Sounds ... The Season, produced for KET television. Special musical groups from MSU,
including the Concert Choir,
Chamber Singers, the Voices
of Praise and instrumentalists
will join guest soloists in the
TV special.
This episode of Roundabout
Murray will show the production and work involved in
preparing such a holiday special. Host Jim Carter will chat
with the folks directly involved
with this production including
Photo provided
Stan Marinoff, Director of
CHECK PRESENTED: Steve Hoskins, superintendent
Calloway County School District, receives a contribution from
Rodney Bohannon, Briggs & Stratton plant manager, for use
in the technology program. The funds (contributed by the
Briggs & Stratton Corporation Foundation) are directed
toward high school students for scholarships and job certifica-

Year's Day.

Broadcast Media Services; Todd
Hill, Director of the Murray
State Jazz Orchestra; and students who participated in the
Holidays TV special, Treone
Lewis and Christen Jones.
Roundabout Murray airs
Tuesdays and Fridays at 6 pin.
on MSU TV-11. Roundabotn
Murray also airs on WPSD
News Channel 6 Sunday a
midnight, Murray Electric Sys;
tern (Channel 15) Wednesday
6 p.m., on New Wave in Murray, Ky. (Channel 19) Sundays
at 8 a.m., and noon, and MedtaCortun serving the cities of
Murray, Mayfield, Benton and
Calvert City and the counties
of Calloway, Graves and Marshall on Wednesdays at 5 p.m.

tion exams.

AMVETS Auxiliary hosts
Christmas party for
children and parents
BUCHANAN, Tenn. —
AMVETS Auxiliary 45 hosted
a Children's Christmas party
on Dec. 8 with about 90 children present along with a bunch
of parents at the AMVETS
Post.
Santa (Garth Watkins) made
a visit, as did Mrs. Claus (Jan
Doall), Raggedy Ann and Andy
(Sue Wofford and Pat Raines)
and Donald Duck (Kristie Frye)
came along to help entertain'
the children.
Each guest was served lunch
and given a gift, a goodie bag
filled with fruit, candy and a
small toy item.
The group plan a trip to
Humboldt Veterans Home on
Dec. 15 to entertain the residents with refreshments, songs
and gifts for everyone. This
party is a joint project with
the AMVETS and Sons of
AMVETS. Christmas cards and
decorations werel also be distributed to the veterans.
The regular monthly meeting was held Dec. 2 and primarily centered on final
arrangements for these Christ-

mas projects by Jan Doall,
Brenda
Child-welfare and
Leach, Hospital.
Cheryl Lutz, Amencanism
chair, reported on the Veteran
Day activities and said that
five boxes had been sent to a
local man serving in Iraq to,
share with his fellow soldiers.
Writing Valentines for the
Photo provided
troops is Lutz's next project.
PERFORMER: New Beginnings Support Group
GUEST
She requests that these be comMedia Erickson as she sang and spoke of the satisfacpleted and to her by Jan. 15 heard
finds in her faith in Jesus Christ at the meeting on
she
tion
for mailing out. Hard candy
Erickson is moving into
or DVD's are also being con- Saturday at Westside Baptist Church.
the needs of hurting
to
ministry
of
life
her
of
chapter
donatare
new
they
a
if
sidered to send
ed.
people and speaks of her gratitude to First Baptist Church for
President Kathy Suffern, helping her through her troubled times and now she wants to
commented on the Veterans show this same compassion. Madea Faith Freedom Through
Day parade and the service at Christ Ministry is available by calling 978-2715.
the Courthouse. Several members participated in both organizing and by attending these
functions. Suffern said "I was
Jesus is the
impressed by the sentiment
for the
Reason
shown by those attending these
Season
events, especially the parade."
New member Barbie Cros9Cerv Life
by was welcomed into the Auxiliary and initiated by Presi[Book/ore
dent Suffern.

Campaign for local autism
group now in progress

The 10th annual Christmas
Charity campaign is set to help
a local autism group, FEAT
(Families for Effective Autism
Treatment) of Western Kentucky by Taco John's for the
10th year.
The group serves families
shown
of autistic children from WestChristmas in the Park being Lights
2007" is ern Kentucky and Southern IlliThe "Christmas in the Park: Festival of
Park on nois.
County
-Calloway
Murray
the
in
shown
now being
askFor 10 years. Taco John's
Arcadia Drive. There is no admission fee, but the park is
-Calloway
ing for either cash or goods donations for Murray
to
County Need Line which is entirely voluntary, according
public from
Matt Martin, parks director. The display is open to
ending New
• 6 to 9 p.m. each night through the holiday period
TOPS # Ky. 623 Chapter will meet today at 5 at First
Christian Church fellowship hall, I 1 1 North Fifth St. Weighin will be from 5 to 5:30. All interested persons from age 9
and up can come to your first meeting for free with annual
n
membership of $24 and monthly dues of $5. For informatio
call Johna at 227-9521.
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12 MONTHS, NO INTEREST

has raised thousands of dollars for local charities with
this promotion centering on
nachos Navidad, which is the
holiday version of the chain's
Super nachos.
A portion of each super
nacho sold will go to FEAT
by Taco John's in Murray, Benton, Mayfield and both Paducah locations.

SEND US YOUR CHRISTMAS LIGHTS
PHOTOS FOR'SCENE IN COMMUNITY'

I-24 EXIT 16
270 398 7301

PADUCAH KY
1-800-599-USEW
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MAKING SNOWFLAKES: Jill Courtney's sixth grade students recently learned how to make
colorful snowflakes to decorate their classroom Students made black and gold snowflakes
for the office Pictured above. Chelsey Delaney gives Elizabeth Dunn some pointers on cutting the design

ART COMPETITION: Three students from North Elementary School were recently accepted
in the statewide artcompetition "A Matter of Perspective." The students are Scott Ruttman,
Brian Wilhelm and Adam Castro. From the 115 works submitted from 42 different schools
across the state, only 34 art works were selected. North is the only school in the state to have
more than two students selected. The exhibit was first displayed in Louisville at the CEC
Conference Center at the Galt House on November 19-20 and is available to travel throughis
out the state. Pictured above with North Elementary School art teacher Sandy Sasso
Castro. Ruttman, and Wilhelm.

Photo provided

GREG TRAVIS/Ledger 8, Times

PRACTICE MAKES PERFECT: Students in Julie Wallace's A.M class at Calloway County
Preschool rehearsed recently for their annual holiday Christmas program at Murray State
University's Lovett Auditorium The program, titled "Greetings from the Heart," featured the
approximately 200 Calloway County preschoolers as well as the Calloway County High
School Choir, under the direction of Mark Dycus The high school choir performed five songs
and then united with all of the preschool students for a closing number David Dowdy, public
relations coordinator for the Calloway County School System, video taped the performance to
air on the local county cable system DVDs will be available for purchase, he said.

A GUEST SPEAKER: Jarred Martin's sophomore English class at Calloway County High
School recently hosted Roy Denial, an author from Benton. Denial, who recently published his
second novel, "The Uncertain Trumpet," spoke about his own writing, advice to help the students produce better writing and his life experiences. Martin is pictured at left and Denial is
pictured at nght.
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Spice Up Your Holiday Season
With Some Of Our
Award Winning
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STUDENT OF THE WEEK: Grant Barrow of Calloway County High School is the Forever
Commumcahons and Century 21 Loretta Jobs Realtors "Student of the Week'He is the son
agriof Charhe and Mary Ann Hargrove Pictured above, from left. are Jacob Falwell. CCHS
Amy
and
Barrow:
Realtor.
Jobs
21
Loretta
Century
Landoll
Rebecca
culture teacher.
Gannon- 1340 WNBS, 1130 ESPN office representative
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1 Caught yaI
4 Zeppo's
brother
9 Concealed
12 Bagel partner
13 Yeah (hyph )
14 Chuck Yeager.
e.g
15 Still-life
subjects
17 Orange lovers
19 Leta Organa's
brother
21 Steal from
22 Pulling ahead
of
25 Bake- — (cooking contests)
29 Former spouse
30 Works a cure
32 La femme
33 Wrestler's coup
35 Bum with
steam
37 "Delicious'
38 Shower bar
40 Dirt pa h

42 Distance meas
43 Urchins
44 Hires
46 It may be tidy
49 Broad smile
50 Bumped
against
54 Wipe out data
57 Tenn neighbor
58 Does perfectly
60 Cloud
backdrop
61 Oater answer
62 Low voices
63 Step on it
DOWN
1 Dark brew
2 Common query
3 Ice-skating
leaps
4 Sled dogs
5 Sigh of delight
6 Greek P
7 Feline
response
8 Indiana
neighbor
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16 Big hurry
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20 Make into law
22 Coke rival
23 Principle
24 Driving hazard
26 Pop-up
27 Water chute
28 Turnpike
rumblers
31 Teen lingo
34 Rug texture
36 Stray from the
topic
39 Furtive sound
41 Bear's pad
45 Grind, as teeth
47 Arm bone
48 Ground corn
50 Noisy bird
51 Flamenco
shout
52 Maple syrup
base
53 Telegraph
signal
55 Zoom
on runners
56 Peacock spot
59 Cry of surprise
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Home fires
keep Red
Cross busy

Murray Ledger & Times
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A household shall be considered to be
in a home-heating crisis who:
•The household is within four days of
running out of fuel (propane, kerosene or

Staff Repoli
The Crisis Component of the Home
Energy Assistance Program will begin on
Jan. 7, according to a release form West
wood)
Kentucky Allied Services. Inc. The funds
•The household has received a past
funds
until
Of
31
will go through March
due/disconnect notice on a natural gas or
--have been expended.
electric bill
The program is available to assist low•The household's home heating cost
income families that are in a home-heatincluded as an =designated portion of
is
se
Purcha
ing crisis in the eight-county
the rent and must have an eviction notice
area of Ballard, Calloway, Carlisle,
due to non-payment.
Fulton, Graves, Hickman, McCracken
Applications for assistance are availand Marshall.

Special to the Lodger
Each year, Red Cross chapters across the country respond
to thousands of disasters, large
and small, many of which go
unnoticed in the news headlines.
In 2007 alone, the Calloway
County Chapter of the American
Red Cross responded to 26 disasters, helping individuals, families and the local community
recover from these devastating
events.
Li
-Of course, the national
nriedia focus will he—on hurricanes and other major events,"
said Tory Daughnty, executive
director for the Calloway
County Chapter. "Every eight
minutes another person, another
family, has to face a devastating
loss. A home fire may be a relatively small disaster, but the
impact is no less severe for the
family or individual that has just
lost everything."
Annually, the Red Cross
responds to more than 70,000
disasters across the nation,
everything from house fires, to
floods, wildfires, tornadoes and
hurricanes. The majority of
these disasters are home fires approximately 93 percent of all
Red Crai disaster responses in
2007. Since 2(K)0, the rate of
home fires have increased.
This year the Calloway
County t'hapter responded to 24
single family and multiple family fires. Nationally, homes fires
represented the most common
type of disaster for the Red
Cross this past year.
Nationally, the top five
American Red Cross disaster
responseslor 2(X17 are:
•Fires - single family, multiple-family fires (continually)
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• 2 Position Recliner
• Available in
Tan or Blue

• Chaise Rocker Recliner
•Textured Fabric
•Available in
Olive or
Brown

this
tou
Ke
he
go(
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tirq

oc,
LA(
foe

California
• Southern
2007)
er
(Octob
es
Wildfir
•North Texas and Midwest
Kansas,
(Texas,
Floods
Oklahoma. June 2007)

fi

• New England Nor'easter
Jersey, Connecticut,
i New
Massachusetts. New Hampshire.
April 2007) -

Cc

'499

42071

• Man-sized Padded
Chaise
• Available in Buff
or Sage

• Wall Saver or Rocker
•Velvet Tufted Back
• Available in
Burgundy
or Dark Gold

• Midwest floods (Ohio,
Minnesota. Illinois, Wisconsin,
Oklahoma. August 2007)
This ranking was calculated
based on the number of families
served by the Red Cross, the
aggregate amaini of services
provided (including food and
shelter) and the cost to the Red
Cross. Many of these events
occurred during the Atlantic
humcane season, which, thankfully. was relatively mild for the
United States in 2007.
"As the numbers show, the
Red t'ross is needed even when
we don't hase major hurricanes
or tornadoes.- said Daughnty.
"Ikpending on their location,
every community deals with
certain disasters on a regular
basis. For example. in addition
to home fires, we typically
respond to tornadoes, floods.
severe weather, and chemical
spills as well
Red Cross disaster relief
services are offered through the
efforts of more than 700 Red
Cross chapters Together with
volunteers and partners in their
community, these chapters work
tirelessly to provide needed
services to individual and families across the country. day of
night
The Red Cross is able to pros ide these services thanks to the
generous financial donations to
the Ihsaster Relief Fund. This
fund ensures that the Red Cross
can immediately respond and
assist disaster victims in need.
Your help is needed to ensure
that the Calloway County
Chapter of the American Red
Cross and chapters across the
country can he there wherever
and whenever disaster strikes
The best was to help a disaster
victim is through a financial
donation to the American Red
Cross Internet users can make a
secure online contribution by
wssw redcrosg Amt.
visiting
You may also call 1 -1400-REDCROSS or 1-800-257-7575
(Spanish)
You I;an AIM) send your donation to the local chapter at 607
Poplar Street, Murray. KY.
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• Leather Pad over Chaise
• Wall Saver or Rocker
• Available in Cognac
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with Storage Arm
• Available in Stone, Buff
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STRONG FIELD MAKES UP
SIVILLS'THIRD HOLIDAY CLASSIC
By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Writer
In his third season of hosting the BB&T Holiday Classic, Scott Sivills didn't have
BB
to exert much energy in fillHOLIDAY CIASSIC
ing the eight spots with prep
First round schedule — Thursday
bilsketball teams from around
Christian Co. vs. Mckenzie
10 sm.
t4e region.
Marshal Co. vs. Mutd. South" loam.
„Frank,Simpson
vs.
Hopldrisville
Noon
In fact, most of the squads
Spr. vs. Calloway Co." Noon
Ampeting at Calloway Coun- "Dawson
Mutt Saudi vs. Uvirtg. Cent 2 p.m.
McKenzie vs Bawling Green— 2 pm.
ty4s annual pre-Christmas tourHouicisertis vs. Graves Co. 4 p.m.
nament this week came to
Warren Cent. vs. Dew. Spa." 4 p.m.
Sivills. So he expanded the
Boot. Gaon vs. christen Co. 6 p.m.
Uvaig. Cent. vs. Marshall Co." 6 p.m.
field to 12 teams, placed the
Calloway Co. vs. Warren Cent 8 p.m.
squads in four pools and secured
Groves Co. vs. Frank.,Simp." 8 p.m.
the Regional Special Events
"Game
at Regional Special Events
Center for first-round action
Center. NI other games at cots.
on Thursday.
Hoop Fest all over again?
McKenzie, a west Tennessee
Not quite. but Sivills is far squad, rounds out the field as
from mum about his desire to the lone participant not hailgrow the BB&T Classic into ing from the Bluegrass State.,
a. destination tournament for
The Lady Lakers will play
skis' basketball teams statewide out of Pool A, which also feaAid beyond.
tures Dawson Springs and War"We really want to make ren Central.
this one of the biggest girls'
If Calloway gets out of pool
tournaments in the -state of play and advances to the chamKentucky before Christmas," pions' bracket, they'll have to
he said. "We've got some very deal with Fourth Region favorite
good teams this year and every Franklin-Simpson as well as
year it keeps growing and get- last year's Lady Laker tournating bigger."
ment winner Christian County.
This year's field includes
The tournament is also
local draws such as his own chock-full of individual talent.
Lady Lakers and First Region Christian County forward Rikifoes Marshall County and ah Gatlin has signed with Miami
Graves County as well as Daw- (Ha.) and Franklin-Simpson
son Springs, Livingston Cen- guard Kelleshia Cook will take
t*, Hopkinsville and Christ- her game to Tennessee Tech next
i* County from the Second season.
Muhlenberg South from
Sivills said he believes so
Third
. Region and Warren many schools are drawn to his
Central, Franklin-Simpson and tournament because of the outBowling Green from the Fourth standing work of the school
Region.
111 See LAKEFtS, 28
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Hayes named
Player of Week TI1GER COACH LEAVES FOR ALMA MATER
by OVC

MICHAEL DANN / Ledger 8. Times

Edwards served three seasons as head coach for the Murray High School football team, compiling a record
of 15-20. Edwards has accepted a job at Harding University in Arkansas.
Lee

By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Editor
For the second straight week,
Murray State University junior Ashley Hayes has been
named Ohio Valley Conference
Player of the Week.
The 5-foot-I0 guard/forward
combo from Humboldt. Tenn..
had her sixth
double-double of
the season by
halftime of the
Racers' game at
Lipscomb Saturday.
Hayes finHefei
ished the contest
with 19 points. 13 rebounds
(10 in the first half) and two
steals and hit 52.9 percent of
field goal attempts.
her
• . .
• Knstina Tyler of Tennessee
Yech was the only other player nominated. There were no
newcomer selections and Ashley Herring, a 5-9 forward from
Anstin Peay, was named Freshtitan of the Week.
A trio of Tennessee Tech
rilpn garnered Co-Player and
Newcomer honors this week,
including Anthony Fisher.
Amadi McKenzie and Charles
Moore.
Fisher, a 6-foot-3, 185-pound
guard. was the leading scorer
and a key player in Tennessee
Tech's 79-62 road victory at
Pac-10 foe Oregon State on Sunday. Fisher scored 21 points
on 6-of-9 shooting (66.7%)
while also connecting on 8-of10 (M%) free throws. Most

By MICHAEL DANN
ized that this could quite possibly be
Sports Editor
I thought this might happen
the chance of a lifetime," Edwards said.
When opportunity comes knocking, "We would have major regrets if we
one day ... It's always been
you have two choices in life.
said no.
something
that I think would be
One, you can answer the door and
"I was floored when Harding Unideal with the consequences, good or versity contacted me a couple of weeks awesome, but certainly
bad, or two, you can choose to ignore ago," Edwards added. "I thought this something I never saw
importantly, he dished out four the situation and realize at the same might happen one day, 1 was thinking
happening right now.
assists and had only two time you'll be unable to live life with- 10 years down the line though, seriousturnovers in 35 minutes of out any regrets.
ly. But, things happened and they had
— Lee Edwards
action while facing tremendous
Lee Edwards is choosing to open the a position and they offered it to me.
defensive pressure from the door and does so without any regrets. It's always been something that 1 think
MHS football coach on his taking a
Beavers, who came into the conOn Monday, Edwards announced he would be awesome, but certainly somejob at Harding University
test ranked 24th nationally in is resigning from Murray High School thing I never saw happening right now."
scoring defense.
as head football coach and taking the
Edwards graduated from Harding Uni- after spending one season as an assisMcKenzie, a 6-foot-7, 230- job as secondary coach at his alma versity. located in Searcy, Ark., in 1994. tant coach for the Tigers as the quarpound
senior mater, Harding University.
He played linebacker there from 1991- terbacks/linebackers coach.
forward, scored
Prior to coming to Murray. Edwards
It was a decision that Edwards and 94.
eight of his 18 his family mulled over very carefully.
Edwards took over for the retiring was an assistant coach at David Lippoints during a
"The family discussed this and real- Rick Fisher back in March of 2005,
See EDWARDS,28
12-2
Golden
Eagle run to
•iopen the game
.,...... on
Sunday. OVC MEN'S ROUNDUP
Risher
McKenzie finished the game
7-of-10 (70%i
OVC(Owing)
School
from the field
Austin Peay
2-0 (4-6)
.:, and 4-o1-6 at the
Eastern Kent l 10( y 2-0 (5-5)
free throw line in
MOREHEAD, Ky. (AP) — Jamyron StewE. Kentucky 72, E. Illinois 69
SE Missouri State 2-0 (6-4)
. posting 18 points ard stored a career-high 20 points as MoreRICHMOND. Ky. (AP) — Darnell Dialls
1-0 (4-4)
and
eight head State beat Tennessee-Martin 80-75 Mon- hit a 3-pointer with 13.3 seconds left to give Samford
likicariiii rebounds day night, spoiling a 36-point career mark by Eastern Kentucky a 72-69 win over Eastern Tennessee-Martin 1-0 (5-5)
Murray Slate
1-1 (4-3)
against
the Martin's Lester Hudson.
Illinois on Monday night.
Tennessee
State
1-1 (3-6)
nation's 24th-ranked scoring
Maze Stallworth added 17 points for MoreFollowing Dialls' 2I-foot shot, Romain Mar- Morehead State
1-2 (3-6)
defense.
head (3-6, 1-2 Ohio Valley Conference), while tin attempted a 3-pointer
with 2.1 seconds left Tennessee Tech
1.2 (4-7)
Moore, a 6-foot-7. 22% Leon Buchanan and Kenneth Faried scored 15
for Eastern Illinois (1-9, 0-3 Ohio Valley Con- Jacksonville State 0-2 (2-7)
pound junior forward was each.
ference),
but it was blocked by Mike Rose.
Eastern Illinois
0-3 (1-9)
named Newcomer of the Week
Hudson was 12-of-20 from the field, includAdam Leonard was fouled and missed both
Silondes Dec. 17
and made his first career start ing 8-of-13 from 3-point range. for the SkyBelmont
Sane 71
in place of the injured Daniel hawks (5-5. 1-1). Marquis Weddle scored 23 free throws for Eastern Kentucky (5-5, 2-0). Movensied62StTINIONSIMI
80. UT Misfit 75
and a 55-foot attempt by Martin was short just
TusmelesDec. le
Northern.
on 7-of-20 shooting, including six 3-pointers.
&macre vs SE killseoull
7 30 p vi
Moore helped Tennessee
Jo:borne,84 vs Mussy 9L
The Eagles led 49-38 at halftime after shoot- before the buzzer.
730pm
MIMI*
OM
le
Belmont 82, Tennessee St. 71
Tech jump out to an 8-1 lead ing 20-of-29 (69 percent) from the field. MoreEastern Kieneedlie vs UT Meek'
6 30 p m
Sunday. In 17 minutes of action, head led by as much as 15 points with 12:46
NASHVILLE - Gerald Robinson, Jr. scored Belmont vs Ares Peg
pm
Ow 20
Moore had six rebounds, scored to go, but Weddle's third straight 3-pointer 19 points on 8-of-13 shooting and Bruce Price Jacksonville Stroma*
vs SE illessukt St
7 30 p m
four points and added two steals pulled Tennessee-Martin to 76-72 with 26 sec- added 18 points, four rebounds and five assists Sambre vs Stumm. SIL
7 30 p m
Sallardse Ow.22
and an assist. He helped the onds left.
but the Tennessee State Tigers could not beat Kentucky vs Tennessee lent
Noon
Tulsa vs SE kessourt 54
Golden Eagles out rebound the
4pm
Morehead State hit four straight free throws. intra-city foe Belmont on Monday, falling 82- loam
vs UT Allmin
6p m
Beavers 39-36.
and Hudson hit a 3-pointer with less than four 71 at the Curb Event Ce er on the Belmont Ausin Peas vs Eastern Switocav
7pm
Vendable vs Tennessee St
6pm.
8 See OvC,28
seconds to go for tk final margin.
campus.

Oil
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Morehead stuns Martin
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administration and his Lady
Laker booster club.
"Our high school and our
booster club, we really try to
do a good job of putting on
a really nice tournament," he
said."We do a hospitality room,
give out T-shirts, we have threeman crews for all our games."
Of course there could be
another reason First Region
coaches were knocking down
Sivills' door to get into the
BB&T Classic this year — the
chance to play at the RSEC,
which also serves as the site
for the First Region Tournament at the end of February.
At least for Marshall and
Graves, the tournament will
serve as a chance for players
to get accustomed to the cavernous environment of the
8.6(8)-seat arena.
"I think that's what brought
some of the better local teams
in, knowing they could play
at the RSEC," Styli's said. "I
From

Priscilla Holt, with trophy, scored an ace at Sullivens
Par-3 Golf

Course in

Murray

recently. _Holt's

hole

in

one came on No. 16 with playing partners Judy Skinner, Jean

Vance, Loretta Earls and Evelyn Blivin.

Meeks could return as
Wildcats travel to Houston
LEXINGTON, Ky.. (AP) -Reeling Kentucky might be getting the jolt it needs from the
return of guard Jodie Meeks.
The sophomore has been out
for over a month with a stress
fracture in his pelvis but could
play on Tuesday when the Wildcats (4-4) play at surprising
Houston (9-1).
"fie gives Us a totally different dimension of
and defensively," coach Billy
Gillispie said. "He raises the
confidence level of so many

Holiday Classic Capsules

shots," he said. "We also have
to learn to not foul at difficult times. We are a little bit
inexperienced, even though that
is not an excuse. We are doing
things that inexpenenced teams
do with our mistakes."
Meeks' return could bolster
a thin lineup. The Wildcats
played just seven players'against
the Blazers, but the Cougars'
up-tempo play will try to force
Gillispie to go a little farther
down the bench.
"They are going to play
with a free and confident mind."
Gillispie said. "The media
always talks about how many

of the other players."

think a lot of their thinking
on that is they want to play
as many times at the RSEC
as they can to try to get an
advantage."
Each of the 12 teams will
play two games in Thursday's
first round, squaring off against
the other two squads in their
pool, making for a combined
12 games in one day.
Six of those games will be
played at the RSEC and the
other six will be played on
campus at Calloway County's
Jeffrey Gymnasium.
After opening round play,
teams will advance out of their
respective pools and into one
of three brackets — a champions' bracket, a second-place
bracket and a third-place bracket.
Should Calloway advance to
the champions' bracket, they'll
play in the semifinals on Friday and the championship game
or consolation game on Saturday.

Kentucky could use a confidence boost after Saturday's
loss to UAB, a game the Wild- 3s they shoot and how good
cats led by 14 with 11) min- they are offensively, but they
utes to go before letting it slip are a great defensive team as
away. While Kentucky made a well. They do some things that
season-high 12 3-pointers in concern us with their full-court
the win. Gillespie chastised his pressure, but hopefully well
players for settling on jumpers be able to handle the hall betinstead of attacking the basket ter than we have been."
in an effort to get to the free
Houston nearly knocked on
throw line. The Wildcats were the Wildcats at Rupp Arena
just 8-for-8 from the line against last year and are off to One
'AB.
of the team's best starts in
think we took too many decades. A win on Tuesday
(25) 3-point shots," Gillespie would give the Cougars their
said. "When you have Mark longest nonconference winning
Coury and whoever else plays streak since the 1983-H4 seain the interior never make it son
Though Meeks is apparentto the foul line, then something is wrong.(her the course ly ready to 'return, the status
of guard Demck Jasper remains
of the season, we are not getting to the foul line enough." unclear. The sophomore has
UAB made its run behind been slow to recover from off.
the strong play of Robert Vaden season knee . surgery lie left
hut was helped when the Wild- practice last Thursday after
mats cooled off, missing their experiencing pain in the knee
and underwent an S1131 exam
last six 3-pointers.
"We have to finish In the on Monday. The results were
paint and taking more foul not immediatelv known
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Haverstock Insurance Agency

Mondays Soave
By The Astodated Press
Boys Beekelbell
Beechwood 73, Conner 62
Bed Haven 68, Ky School tor the Deaf
34
Dawson Springs SG, Uvingston Central
52
East Melamine 77, Pillion)
Soultrweelem 81
Fral Knox 61, Lou Brown 60
Hopions co Central 65, Lyon Co 59
Jenkins 49 Pound. Va, 30
LaRue Co 61. Nord Ball 48
Lawrence Co 55, Magollin Co.63
Madison Central 76, Rural Co 05
NewOort Central Catholic W.Coo
College 1411, Chlo64
Paducah Tilghman it WOW 56
Gide Beekelbell
Anderson Co 49, Weellingian Co 41
Ashland Blazer 73. FairrIew 24
Barbourville 85, Cawcxxl 57
Belh Haven 53. Ky School for the Deal
17
Bethlehem 63, Lou Waggoner 27
Bourbon Co 46, Woodord Co 45
Bowling Green 58, Dewed Co 51
Breathitt Co 61, Owsley Co 25
Conner 62, Bishop Broesan 57
East Carter 50, Morgan Co 44

Staff Report

The Calloway County Middle eighth-grade boys basketball team fell at the hands of
Paducah Tilghman last night,
46-34, dropping its season
record to 7-9.
The Lakers and Blue Tornado played a back and forth
first half in which Tilghman
carried a two-point advantage
into halftime. The two squads
played an even first quarter
and were knotted up at 14
going into the second period.
Tilghman took control of
the game in the third quarter,

building a lead that would ultimately prove to be too much
for the Lakers. Calloway was
without the services of Jay
Green for the second half due
to an injury.
Russell Garland notched :a
double-double, scoring a teamhigh 12 points and pulling
down 10 rebounds. Joe Futrell
grabbed 13 boards while seizeing seven points and Corey
Evans added six points.
The Laker boys will pay
again Thursday at the Ncieth
Marshall tournament at 1245
p.m.
•
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• The Murray State University baseball team will be holding Its
annual Chnstmas Baseball Camp on Dec. 20th from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m at
the Can Heath Building
The camp is available for children in the first through eighth grade
Skills that will be covered are hitting. throviing, base running, competitions, fun chits and games. Each participant mil receive a camp T-shirt
Participants are urged to contact the Murray State University 'Breds
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CCMS falls to Paducah
Tilghman in boys' action

Page 1B
scomb (1997-03) and EzellHarding high schools in Tennessee.
He served as a teacher and
a coach at Ezell-Harding in
Antioch during the 1996-97
school year before moving to
David Lipscomb in Nashville,
where he was the Mustang'
defensive coordinator from
1999-2003. While at David
Lipscomb, Edwards helped the
Mustangs to a 79-16 record,
which included a state championship in 2002 and state
runner-up finishes in both
1998 and 2003.
While at Murray High
School, Edwards posted a 1520 mark over three seasons.
Edwards made the playoffs
each of his three years, but
never got any farther than the
second round, twice.
"These have been some
awesome years," Edwards
said."I've grown a lot, learned
From

more information at 809-4892 or 809-8804

Fort Knox 44, Lou Brovm 33
George Rogers Clark 57, West Carter
51
Hoene* 68, Walton-Verona 51
Lax ChM** 73, Scott Co 65
Lax Paul Dunbar 74, Lax Tales Creed
37
Lou Buller 56, Lou mercy 34
Lou Faint* 71, Lou Wiley 18
Udiow at Calvary Chnedan 30
hturylenberg North 66, Ohio Co 53
Owen Co 46, Tnrnble Co. 32
Paducah Tilghman 68, Mayfield 45
Peeves 56, Tug Valley, W Va. 50
Pound, Va. 51, Jenkins 47
Rowan Co 57, Raceiand 47
Shelby Co 45, Lou Eastern 37
Shelby Valley 54, East Ridge 31
Simon Kenton 57, Highlands 48
w00% Co 70, Lou Si Francis 41
Bowman Memorial Tournament
Williarnsburg 58. Lynn Camp 34
Portland Chnsban Classic
Leo Sayre 39. Lou Western 24
Lou Shawnee 47, Lou Portland
Chnstian 21
POSTPONEMENTS ANO
CANCELLATIONS
Campbell Co vs Cin Summit Country
Ohio,
cod
Day,

through the first half and scored
Page 1B
Josh Davis, a 6-foot-4, 200- 13 of the Bulldogs next ,ts
pound guard from Samford was points. For the game, in which
named Freshman of the Week. he only logged 15 minutes Of
Davis came off the bench playing time, Davis was 3-ofto score a career-high 23 points 5 (60%) and had career-highs
on 6-of-8 shooting from the field in points, rebounds (3), assists
in Samford's 89-61 win over (1), field goals made (6) and
Reinhardt College on Saturday. free throws made (8).
He entered the game midway
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KENTUCKY PREP BASKETBALL SCOREBOARD

From

SportsBriefs

baseball office for
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•OVC

Family or
Single Membership
ONLY $
7
5
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LOST:

a lot. I've fumed a lot of
relationships, starting obviously with the kids. I love those
guys dearly. The coaching
staff, those guys are more
than just co-workers; they're
friends and brothers. The
administration here, Mrs.
(Teresa) Speed and Mr.(Bob)
Rogers have just been great
to work for.
"I couldn't have asked for
better administrative support.
If you don't have that, you're
in trouble. But. I've always
known they have had my back
and I appreciate that and the
opportunity they gave me to
be a first-time head coach."
Murray High School principle Teresa Speed said the
school will follow policy arid
post the job for 30 days, following that Murray will interview candidates and Speed
said she would like to have
someone in place by the first
of February.
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Kashway Building Materials
Let us help you get your home ready for the holidays!
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PITTSBURGH'
PAINTS

Our new Vcoce of Color" system includes:
.A pathway to discover your personal color piens
penionalitteaed Harmony Color Collections

oz Inn are peens resemble ii al MO Harmony Colors

•ursoue 5-ostor deo:x*6N chips

1642 US Nvry. 641 N.• Boatels, KY • 270-527-1466

TIRES
'MICHELIN *GOODYEAR *DAYTON
•TOY0 *FIRESTONE •KUMHO

GREAT SERVICE
•Alignment
•Brakes
•Shocks
•Struts

•Transmission Flush
•Coolant Flush
•Belts, Hoses
'Used Tires
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TV, radio
TOOAY
MEN'S COLLif3E BASKETBALL
Ant
ESP% — Kansas at Georgia Tech
II pm_
ESPN — Konludry 01Housbon
NHL HOCKEY
6 p.m.
VERSUS - Oases al Boelon

Locally
COLLEGE BASKETIALL
It p.m.
PROS, 1340 AM — Murray Side
Women al J•alaidnotie Blele
7 p.m.
WMBS, 1340 AM, WRIE, 103 7 —
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Arlyerbeers we requested to check
the NM insertion ol INS ads for any
error. Murray Ledger & Timm*.be
responsible for only one incorrect
insertion. Any error shouid be reported immedultety so corrections can
be made
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Murray High
Booster Club
At Knights of Columbus.
Squire Rd.
•
6PM on the
lot Sat. of the month

ABC
SAVES
YOU
$$$$
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
Information do so at
ere own risk. Although
persons and Companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.

LOST. Engagement
ring. Multi-stone. white
gold filigree. Reward
upon return. Contact
Leslie at 761-5439 or
227-7717.

CLAYTON Homes o
Camden seeks quali
fled and motivated inch
victual for retail sales
$60k+ potential income
possible. Great beneits. Sales experience
required.
731-584-9429.

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
-help wanted- section
on our classifieds
webpage at
munayled ger.corn.
• you will be redirected
Co pbnetwork.com.
By default.
Murray and local .tob
listings will appear on
this webstte
However. as a national
websue. not all listings
on the )01:artwork corn
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times Please call
us if you have any
quesnoos regarding
the Murray area
iob listings Thank you
rie
.00 you love working

kids?
AVeri Care Enterprises
Oilsy be sist the place
you! Full lime and
14/prt time positions
.:11•allable.
API* at
Wee Care
109 S. 15th St.
Mumay. KY 42071
(270)753-5227
EXPANDING occupational health clink
seeks PT PA or NP
ROM send resume to
P.O. Box 1055. Calvert
City. KY 42029.
KFC
Open Interviews
Tuesday December
1111112:00pm-4:00prn
205 North 12th Street

Rarnia.
Dalpa

•

Aides

SI sis...1

Due to the Christmas
holiday some of our
classified deadlines
have changed:

Fog Sete

Full Time Registered Radiology
Technician (RT) (R) needed for
busy office setting. Excellent benefits and compensation package
offered. Applicants may apply in
person or send resume to:
Primary Care Medical Center
1000 South 12th Street
Murray, KY 42071

•V

a

FO/
SO*

Oar. .

RADIOLOGY TECHNICIAN

BUNCO

Fit n UL
HALL
NaLIpa.
Ike SPA

060

In Loving Memory

as

*TAW
ble SIM
Redmy

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave. — Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.• Fax 753-1927
.41P

ti-

DEADLINES

I tI‘srI %1 5.1 s•-,

FULL time help need
ed. No experience nec
essary. Apply in person
at Signmasters
7:30-4:30, 8503
U.S.-Hwy-68
East.
Benton (Fairdealing)
FULL-TIME customer
support representative
needed to provide
phone support for
PowerClaim software.
16 paid days off per
year, heatthilife insurance, retirement. Min.
I year college. Email
resumes to candice0powerclaim.com
GREEN Acres is currently hiring for the following position: SRNA
weekend option 6A-6P
Sat. end Sun. Work
12 hrs each day and
get paid for 16 bra.
Anyone interested in
becoming part of our
team may apply in person at Green Acres
Health Care. 402 W.
Farthing St.. Mayfield,
KY 42066
MEDICAL Secretary
needed for small
office. Experience in
Medical billing. Please
send resume to: P.O.
Box 630 Murray. KY
42071
NEW Concord. Elderly
care & housekeeper. 35 days a week. Flexible
hours. 270-436-2991
NOW taking applications for all positions
and ell shifts. Apply
In person at Sonic
Drive-in, 217 S. 12th
Murray, KY. No
phone calls.
PART TIME babysffter
Mostly
needed.
through week. No
weekends. Must have
references. Call
753-2509 or 293-5663.
SALES help wanted for
local
insurance
agency. We provide a
wide range of products. One 01 Nation's
largest
companies
Insurance experience
helpful
but
not
required. Training wit
be provided it necessary. Send resume to:
P.O. Box 1040-R,
Murray, KY 42071.

182
lisie Warded

Primary

PILGRIM'S Pride
Diesel Mechanic
A
large
Western
Kentucky complex is
seeking an experienced diesel mechan
ic. This position will
report to the Truck
Shop Supenntendent.
The ideal candidate
will be a mature, selfmotivated individual
willing to work in a fastenvironment
paced
and adhere to company policies. Candidate
must possess high
school diploma or
equivalent. A Class A
COL is preferred.
We offer a competitive
pay with an attractive
benefit package including:
'Paid
Holidays &
Vacations
'Medical, Vision, &
Dental Benefits
'401 K
'Life/Accidental Death
Dismemberment
&
Insurance
'Short Term Disability
Please apply at:
Department
of
Employment Service
'Mayfield
'Murray
'Paducah
Pilgrim's
Pride
Corporation is an
Affirmative
Action/Equal
Opportunity Employer.
Females
and
Minorities are encouraged to apply.
DRIVER TRAINEES
NEEDED

MEDICAL CENTER
060

130
Mete Wintol

Belle Buy

SLEEP Central Call
Center is now hiring lo
FULL-TIME Patient
Care Coordinators.
PCCs are responsible
for contacting patients,
processing
orders,
administrative paperwork, and answering
incoming
calls.
Experience in medical
field and administrative
record management
preferred, but not
required. Strong customer service background preferred. Full
time hours will be
Monday - Friday,8am
to 5prn and some afternoon shifts available.

CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.

After Hours
Call
Center is now hiring for
PART-TIME Patient
Care Coordineleirs.
PCCs are responsible
for processing incoming calls from patients
and locations dunng
non-business hours.
Experience in medical
field and administrative
record management
preferred, but not
required. Strong customer service background preferred. Part
time hours of 20 to 30
hours per week will be
during
scheduled
evenings, nights and
weekends.
Please deliver or mail
your resume to 120
Max Hurt Drive Murray,
KY Of email to elizabeth.c.ain U rotech.com
. We are an Equal
Opportunity Employer.

SCRAP
CARS
111)11

hey % rriti

WOULD like to buy
Club aluminum cookware by the set or
piece. 270-978-0391

NURSE PRACTITIONER
OR PHYSICIAN ASSISTANT
Full Time ARNP or PA-C needed
for busy physicians' office.
Excellent benefits and compensation package offered including
40Ik, health insurance, CMEs,etc.
Applicants may apply in person or
send resume to:
Primary Care Medical Center
1000 South 12th Street
Murray, KY 42071

I clean homes and
businesses. Cell
phone
1(616)835-8647.

CauptiMer
Cemetemliest
403Smoors
270- 7531924
RPM Pada* GAWK Peter
Port at— 54050fumbroi

MOM COMPUTERS
Sen4cetSales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3566

A/MOUES. Cal Larry
753-3633

NEW pool table, never
used, 1"-slate, solid
wood, carved legs, fell,
acc. package, retails
$4,500, selling for
$1,600, must sell
(573)300-1031
NIKON CoolPix 2000
digital camera. 2MP. 3x
zoom lens. Includes
software,
128MB
Compact Flagi card,
batteries, and matrixtions. Perfect for beginners! $40. 293-3101,
leave message.
SATELLITE System
FREE
Get a 4-room FREE.
FREE DVR or HD
upgrade. FREE 6
months of HD programming
w/HD
upgrade. Get months 3
FREE of HBO &
Cinemax.
Programming starts al
$29.99 per mo. + $5.00
for local networks. Call
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite for more info.
759-0901 or toll free:
877-455-0901

FEDI-

LAIFIC•L
SELECTION

USED APPLIANCES
WARD ELKINS

(270) 753-1713

150
Articles
For Ws
07 Hot tub, brand new
in package, 6-7 person, lots of lets, digital.
ozoneator, water fall
cover, retail $7.300,
must sell $3,700.
(573)300-1031
12'X24 storage building w/front porch, new.
$3,900 firm. 270-4928222 or 270-293-2531
2 crypts at Murray
Memorial
Gardens.
Deluxe
Companion
Package
inside
Chapel. Opening and
closing fee included.
(479)244-5968.

ABC
has over
50 units
641S
Murray

& Olden

Check
us out
on the
Web!

Part%

WASTE oil wanted.
Will pick up used motor
fluid.
olVhydraullc
()TUT exchange. Miller
D. Farms
270-436-2215

1-877-725-7321
CLEANING houses 20
years experience.
270-759-9553

l'i,k

•Friday Dec. 21: Wed. Dec. 19, at 3:00

CINDERELLA prom
dresses. 1 size 4 yellow, 1 size 8 blue. $150
each. 270-492-8614

GE

A730 digital camera. 7MP, 3x zoom. All
original components
included. Never used.
Includes 1GB SD card.
$110. 293-3101, leave
message.
HD Televisions
Come by Olympic
Plaza to see our selection of HD televisions:
Flat screen Plasma &
LCDs. Rear Protection
also
LG. Toshiba.
Hitachi & Sony We
have a large selection
of entertainment centers & TV carts.
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite. 759-0901
TREADMILL,
condition. $100
293-3211

good

5HP leaf branch shred
der. Good condition.
$200. 270-767-0438.
210
Firmed
FIREWOOD for sale
pick-up or delivery.
Call for prices
(270)293-1357 or
(270)559-1424

***OWNER
FINANCE***
No Credit Check! 38R
2 bath doublewide in
Puryear. Only 4 years
old.
Large
deck.
$3,500 down, $495
month. Call Ruthie
(270)753-2222
***OWNER
FINANCE***
No Credit Check!
Completely
redone.
2BR IBA singlewide.
water view, easy boat
ramp access. Nice
covered deck. 213
Primrose,
New
Concord.
$2,900
down. $450 month.
Call 753-2222.
**OWNER
Financing**
2005 24x56, 3BR,
2BA, $5,000 down
$695.00 month. Hazel
(270)753-1011
1987 14x80 Clayton,
3bdrrn., 2ba, 2yr. old
central H&A unit,
dishwasher, stove &
retrig. on approx. 3/4
acre lot 4-1/2 mi. east
of Murray. Cat
270-293-7553 or
615-449-5904
LIQUIDATION Sale
All 2006 Homes Must
Go!

Unbelievable Deals.
Only 4 left. Save
Thousandsl! Call now
731-584-9429.

BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 436-5235

MEDICAL CENTER

BUYING old US Coln
collections. Paying
Blue Book value.
293-6999

Won(t1,d

(ftp

ii

(41fILIVIS

14m'
Ifoir
I -653

•Saturday Dec. 22: Thurs. Dec. 20, at 11:00
"yhtiSmart Saver Wed. Dec. 26: Thurs. Dec. 20,10:00
•Monday Dec. 24: Friday Dec. 21 at 11:00
•Wed. Dec. 26: Friday Dec. 21, at 1:00
MURRAY

LEDGER &TIMES

OVA,

753-1916

"1
,

•
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270
Mobile Homes For Sets

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments

2006 16x68 Northern
built Fleetwood manufactured home. Shingle
& vinyl with 10ft. front
porch and brick Nailite
skirting. 2BR, IBA.
$29,900 or finance for
$1,500 down payment,
$308 monthly. 1-800455-3001
REMODELED
Doublewide!
4BR,
2BA, 2,000 Sq.Ft.,
New appliances, 1.3
acre lot. Owner financing
available.
$70,000.00 cash or
down,
$5,000
$645/mo.
270-761-HOME

1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283
One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications

0Mce Hours 8 a.m.-12 p.m.
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

jth

NOW LEASING
1,2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TOO #1-800-648-6056

e

Hoses For Boil

2BR 5 miles from MSU
off Hwy. 80. $285
month. 556-6868.
NICE 2BR. No pets
753-9866.

340
Homes For Rsnt

320

Apelnexts For Itsel
1 & 2 bdr apts. No
pets. Leave a message. 270-753-1970
1 bedroom apartment.
Clean
and
nice.
Appliances including
w/d. No pets.
270-436-5496
1 OR 2br apts. near
downtown
Murray
starting at $200/mo.
753-4109.
1BR, various locations,
$275-$300. Coleman
RE 753-9898
2 bedroom, all appliances,
Cambridge
area. 293-6968
2BR 2BA, garage, all
appliances. $650.
436-5685
28R apartments available. Great location. 1
year lease, 1 month
deposit, no pets
753-2905
2BR duplex, nice,
C/H/A, appliances furnished. Various locations. Coleman RE
753-9898

2, 3 & 4BR houses.
Lease
&
deposi
required. 753-4109
2BR near university.
1416
Vine. $500
monthly. 731-364-2149
3-BR, 28A, Bsmt,
wraparound deck, 1/2
blk to hospital. $700
mo. 293-8989
3/2 brick ranch on
Melrose, City utilities
and schools. All electric. 2 car garage.
Large fenced yard.
New central HVAC system. $900. Ray
270-767-0615
38R,$500. 2BR,$400.
753-9636.

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668
1i111,(,1

sl I I 's I)

Give a gift subscription to the
*,
MURRAY

LEDGER&TIMES *

1
1

Home Delivery
Local Mail 1
icSlsi
1
3...
SSA ge
1
6am-ULM 3.0.
'N..
-MOM
--Retail

FOR rent: 28R
Dupiex, 1302
Valleywood. $400/mo.
761-7355

1BR, IBA.
NICE
Ciii/A1••/d hook-up, 11/2 b44xs from MSU.
$295 per month and
references
deposit,
required. No pets.
759-3050, 293-3685

LARGE 3-4 bedroom
studio apt. on campus
above Bradley Book
Company. Available
January 8th, $550/mo.
no pets (270)293-4602

* SOLIMUM *

DUPLEX,2-BR, 1 1/2
battLaN appliances.
5525/mo. 436-5885

LARGE, very nice 1
bedroom with at appliances including washer & dryer. $345/mo.
(270)759-5885
or
(270)293-7085

BRICK /arm house
2BR IBA. 1109 Kirksey
Road. 1 mile north of
Stella.
Available
January
1, 2008
Seeking
long-term
renter. Security deposit
required. $500 per
month. Call 615-3849258 and leave message.

* *
*
H911;110MY

2BR, $285, C/H/A,
near MSU. Move In
free days. 753-9896

LARGE 38R 2 full
baths. All appliances
furnished. 270-7537903 or 227-5173.

388, IBA, Brick, 306
S. 15th. No pets.
S450/mo. 759-4.826

Rest et KY/TN
Moms lawaseasi

3 me.---,711.36

1
4
Al Other Mei 1
Subectipdem 1
3 me.-$734 .66 1
6 me.----MI6 1

6 me.-OM
1 yr.
1 yr.nr
I
Mosey Order Visa WO
Check
Name
I St. Address
I
City

Zip

State
I

Daytime Ph.
Mail this coupon with payment to.

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Boa 1040
Murray,KY 41011
Or call (370)758.1916
S.
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_YTA=Torilvri•=rof#ITI-i.
No•-Tab
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(.411.11LJT114C011kir )
oak.Imma• A.•ILA14:jimi'll

L....aieJ iii Tennescee just •ieurli of KciutickN'
4 07 acres features I bedruum 2 barb home

'MI

Mat. DOM. 211atte -10:00 AM
Mr. a Mrs. Selleby Ciesuiliselsaies
OMAR MUIR MAW. KV
Vi lawny At The Intersection 01 Hwy 121/Hwy 641,
TIM Hwy 641 N 3 Mies To The New 4 Lane Hwy SO,
Proceed NE 8 Mem To Hwy 1551, Turn Lert Procood
W 1/2 Mee To Red Bud Ada& Turn N Proosed 1 3
Wee Freon Nopkinwillte • Carib. KY Area Along 124. Take Earl 65 Proceed W On Hwy MAO To Aurora.
Pickup The New Hwy 80 - 4 Lane Proceed SW 6 4
Mies To Hwy 1551

SHIH.TZU
puppies
dew claws removed,
wormed, current shots,
AKC & CKC $250$350 270-251-0310

WELSH Corgis. ARC,
3 males, 3 females.
Red, white. 10 weeks.
$350 731-514-8802.

Ikarksg Atter A Ukase Of
Irs/Ireifir-HIL.047:
.01,7,--•.W

TRACTORS-SPRAYER- Ford New Holland 8970 MFWD
Super Steer, 4413 Hrs. 18 4-4681 Dis, 14 9-3081
Frt. 16 Frt Wts. 4 Remotes, SN 041455 • Ford New
Hakim 8970 IAFWD Super Steer, 3120 Mrs, 1844681 DU, 16 9-3081 Fria, 22 Fri Wts, OH,4 Remotes.
SN D407103 • Case 111 7110. 4338 Hrs. 184-4281
Dls, Frt Wts, 3 Remotes, SN JA0011528 • 11-1 5488.
5420 Hrs. 20,15-3681 Dis, Fri Wls, 3 Remotes. SN •
Mel Roe 220 Spra-Coupe, 241 Hrs, 60' Booms,SN
208914117 COINNE • NEADSACCESSORIES Case IH
2388 wrSpecialty Rotor wiRecent AFX Update.
Yield Monitor. Chopper, Rr Am. 1366 Rotor Hrs,
Field Tidier, 30 51-32R i Dr Rubber, 18.4-2681
St Rubber, SN C0198395 • -Now This Wier"
Case IH 2208 8 -Row 30"Com Head, Header
Height Control. Flied Tracker. Hycl Adi Stripper
Plates. SN J032176 • Case to 1020 - 25'

I ACRE LAKE
ACCESS WITH FREE
BOAT SLIPS & NEW
2400 at LOG CABIN
PKG ONLY $69,900
BeaulMul KY Lake,

excellent tied rate
financing. Call now
615-5154660

Platform, Field Tracker.SN JJC0316431 •
Unverterth HT20 & HT30 Header Trailers •
Unverferth 475 Grain Cart, 23 1-26 Tires • Illowaly Loewe Woes tau
tieleies An Nees
Westfield 10" Transport 61 Swing Hopper Grain
• New Kelderman 6 R Corn Header Reel All awl Mile admired how
• TILLAGE EOUIPVEKT Knit, 3600 Series 12-23 • newt to Oa kind fair
Act Weds mem a
Planter Planted Only Two Crops. Lo Acreage. Al Hoeft
nnral 6, blesser=
Accessories SN 618611 • JD 7000 Plateiess 6 Row
Iseiteisss er
30' Planter • Case IH 800 Air 6 Row Planter, Row
heel OM rece aim seh-e, handicap WeilMaca
Cleaners • Case IH 3900 - 29' 4" Disc, 7 1/2"
,hips w Parc
Seaang With Recent 3950 Updates• Unverlerth 26'
,nekr arti nick peter
Rolling Harrow II. Double Rolling Baskets, Wing
., W di.cnniula
Assist Wheels • Unveriert 220 Rolling Harrow, X
Fold 21 • Tye Model 118-620 Paraell. 17' Bar. 6
.1* • 1,
-Nal Jeu Itintrukon
Shank Auto Trip. Spring Loaded Coulters • Two • JO
ntal4 «Isrrtront,
Wi f
tr
1630 12' Cutting Disc • Hiniker 7500 - 13 Tine Disc
t..
ptttirtkir..1
Chisel • Ford 138- 11 Tine Disc Chisel • Case IH
365 S Tine 25' Vibra Shank Finish Harrow •
a.•7W( Ins
Dunham 12' Cultimulcher • IH 5 Bottom Plow • 1500
',II, •
1' esLer Wilk}
Gal Poly Tank • Gehl And Case iii Gnnder Mixers
thr Lu.
PAN • DO2F.R • LO BOY Reynolds 14C Ciirt Par. Se
:nIttrmed
td,rrttftrd Arr
Rear Wheats 1300-24 Tires. SN 27491 • Cal 07-E
.'../4.I opp.rtu
Power SNIT trydraulic Tilt ROPS. SN 4844960'Runs
Good• Rome KG Cutter Blade • 07 Brush Rake •'76
Swartz 25 Ton Equipment Trailer. 10' Neck. 32 Deck.
iiE
Fold
zi Under Tat Winch. Out Riggers TRUCKS RS '91 Int 9400 Series Day Cab Road Tractor.
350 Cummins Big Cam. 9 spa. Twin Screw. Air Ride.
Wet Krt, Like New Rubber. Bud Wheels • 90 Int 9400
Series Day Cab Road Tractor. New Rebuilt Cat 425, 13
Spd. Twin Screw, Air Ride, Wet Kit New Rubber •'91
Mack CH613 Series Road Tractor &Sleeper. 350
Mack Engine, 13 Speed Twin Screw. Wet Krt, New
1%) III I 11.,1
24.5 Rubber•'80 Mack Day Cab Road Tractor, 10 Spd.
it) Location.
Camel Back Twin Screw. Wet Kit. Very Good Rubber •
77 Chewy C-65 Spreader Truce Chancier 12' SS
k it)('Onditioo
Spreader Bed, Flo Tires • '96 Chevy 1 Ton wit I'
I 1,4 iii main .pr,opCustom Flat Bed • Same As New '07 Maurer 36'
11c sithrrs.i
Hopper Btm, Roll Tarp. 285/75824 5 Rubber • '65
Fruehauf 28' Alumn Frame Dump. Good Rubber, Roll
270-76 I -1 It 1
Tarp • '77 Fruehauf 26" Num Frame Dump. Good
Rubber. Roil Tarp • Like Now te Bumper Hitch 2 Aide
Trate,•30'Nedi Over 3 Axle Steel Flat Trailer •
II Groin Bins - 12,000 Bushels To 5.000 Sushols
THIS 14 A VERY NICE AUCTION- DON'T MISS MI
COME PREPARED TO FIND MORE THAN ADVERTISED
FARM

Zygna

Al

Complete Settlement Day Of Sale .Bank Leon A akar!
For Into Phone lobby C1111111
270-759-5487 Cell 270-293-1gal
Select Open Sale For Outside Consignments
Auction Reps WIII Be On The Farm
Friday, Dec. 25th From 900 AM To 3:00 PH
r''vi limier Versatile 2180 Genesis II
Consigi
L .i. .
WWI)Super Steer 1222 4rs.0 ruch. 4 Remotes,SN
500739•Ford 6710 WWI)Tractor GO,"Greet Bend 660
GA UmOst•liki Roe SOO 8e Coupe. Penes Oa.5 Sod.
15012 Hrs.60 lkoms. SN 209811031 • Case Ill 10e3 8 Row
eerier,1441 FOr... Tridellf

JAMES R. CAS
J
WICY NW Kt.270-623-8466 JC
1,RC
THE SELL PiitC; VACH''f- IR
I.

wf 2 a garage. pond & 3,0a 40 outbuilding
Beautiful Setting MLS•60670
S157.508, Call Carrye Jackson,
Mood, Realty Co„ Inc, 410 Tyson Armee,
Paris, IN 38242, 1-800-442-5093.

YOUR AD
COULD RE
HERE FOR

ONLY $75.00
A MONTH

1.'0'1111 I
Mitt hull
inu,

CALL 753•1916
NO bank qualifying,
Rent to own aria
owneehnancing!
Many homes available,
Price ranges from
550.000 to
S160,000,
Flexes
down payments
and
terms.
Calloway/Marshall Co.
area
270-761-HOME
crnatoe•propefty

-05 Grand Prix Grey,
power driver seat. CD
player. 87.000 moles.
270-978-5539
1996 black Toyota
Corolla. 293-5993
1996 white Mazda
MX6 6cyl
leather,
everything
power
137,000 miles, $2.500
Call 270-210-4431

Hill Electric
Since 1986
24 NOM& TAUIVICII
Res.. Com . & Ind
- Licensed & Insured
All Jobs - big or small

753-9562

TRENCHING
731-782-3951
731-336-5288

14. 15. 16 inch

Starting at S20
mounted

LARGE 20' aluminum
boat 108' beam. 36"
sides. 2 depth finders,
trolling motor Tandem
axle trailer winew
wheel beanngs. tires,
753-0132, 293-6692
After 600 759-1525

Call 753-5606

Transportation
means saving

SiSSS
641S Murray
(270)753-6222

Dozer work I Track
hoe

NADEAU'S
Construction
*Flooring •Decks
•Vinyl siding •All
Home Improvements

(270)976-2111

AAA HANDYMAN
All types of carpentry,
additions, decks
Hauling, clean up funk.
Garage. yards,
buildings
Prompt dependable
Free estimates
35 yrs experience
Anytime 753-9210
\IIORDABI I
I RI I
RN. I( I

270-804-9449
270-247-1194
LAM
LAWN SERVICE
Mowing, Mannunng,
Landscaping &
Leal Vacuuming
Satisfaction guaranteed
753-1816 2274611
A-1 Joe's Mower
repair pick-up deny
ery 436-2867

ALL Carpentry
Additions. Framing.
Water &
Termite
Damage, Decks &
Mobile Home Repair.
Larry Nimmo 227-0587

APPUANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

Call a
professional

4 35-4645
SIMMONS'S

DECORATE
for
Holidays
We hang lights & ornaments
Outside
Inside Call for free
estimate
978-0149
978-1842

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own flak. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.

Carpentry &
Handyman Work Free
estimates
270-519-8570
FREE puppies. Red, 6
weeks
Part
old.
Boxers. Bob tail.
759-1252

Licensed/insured
Cleaning
DAVID'S
Service. All external
cleaning. Vinyl, fences,
etc. (270)527-7176

2003 KTM 65SX. Like
new, garage kept
Never raced $1,600
270-767-0438

USED TIRES

ROY HILL
Septic system, gravel,
white rock
436-2113

BEECHER'S
Handyman
Service.
Odd jobs. Free estimates. (270)762-0910.

'95 Ford Crown Vic LX.
91.500 mi , clean, runs
good; $2,500. Call
270-767-1719
2005 Yamaha YZ250F
four stroke dirt bike
Purchased new in
from
2006
local
Yamaha dealer, ridden
twice, like new. 7530132. 293-6692. After
6.00 759-1525.

BACICHGE
TRUCKING

Tree
YEARRY'S
Service. Free estimates. Phone
436-2562, 227-0267

DNJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd lobs
you don't have time
for
Painting, siding, roots.
decks
293-5438
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal.
stump grinding, firewood Insured
489-2839

•*odd) & Twat pick
• locally ow nedioperated
759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

CALL TODAY!
753-1916
MIIHRA1

LEDGER&TIMES

FOR SALE
49.5 acres,
4.4 MHOS from

murray city
limits- Lawrencit
rd. 1/2 mile of/
Is' 4WiØsLynnn Grow MINI
natural
runs to proparty.
Call
(270)7534600

5 to 295 acres West

•All Size Units
Available
'Now Have
Climate Control

1850 St Rt. 121S
Murray. KY 42071

OFFICE Space 707
South
12th. 38R
duplex. CM/A. 188
11467511252. 753-0606
761-3694

270-753-5562

VERY nice commercial
building for lease in

J&L RENTALS

leans. KY Over 6.500
S F Greet 'for retail,
Offices, restaurant, or
any kind of business
Has parking lot, central
ea and security system Si ,e(Xemo
270-293-9349

SIINI-STORAGE
iicaiet.1

;ming
'211 S ilth

270436-54%
270-293-6906

AKC
Labrador

PREMIER
MIRIIITORAGE
•Inelde din** control
swap
•Secunty skirmsa
•Sato I clean
•Wo ma boxes'
*Ws rent U-Hauls
7S3-9600

puppies

Registered

Retneve
Chocolate

and yellow Male and
female Well check.
fest shots. wormed
Excellent blood Ines
Reedy now
Call
(731)247-5319
DOBERMAN puppies
AKC
registered
Pedigo lot Chnstrnss'
705-4230

DOG Obedience
‘315-26513
BUILDING on Main
Murray
Sr
4,723
front
rear
,ft
entrances
Loading
dock 2 nestrooms
storage room Oolong,
retail snotinng available 753-0132
2934882 Alter 6 60,

759-1525
OFFICE or NW apace
avadkibie Prime balky+ 753 2905
293-1480

Pdbull
FEMALE
Brindle. 5 morass old
good mannered dog
Price $125
270-673-9210

GREAT Pyrenees 1L4ipos Snow whIls, AKC
Ready Dec IS
753-5371

Calloway,
Possible
owner financing 4892116, leave messar
55 acres prime farm
land. 3115 Mitchell
Story Rd , SW Calloway
County Good tobacco
barn. well Lots of road
frontage
5275.000
(239)269-3037
65 ACRES on Wrather
Rd 270- 753-5010 or
270-293-0425

-OWNER
FINANCE*"
No Credit Check, Clean
A nice 388 1 bath home
on quiet lot in Puryear
1.292 sq ft , hardwood
floor, appliances. City
water & sewer S3.900
down. $475 month Cal
Ruth*(270)753-2222
2 story 3819 28A, 1
office, 2 car garage,
2,400 sq ft living, 4.000
total
Landon
Hills
Sutx1rvision (270)2103781.(270)559-2032

AP
I THOUGHT YOU WERE SUPPOSED TO KISS UNDER THE MISTLETOE/I?: Kenny Baldwin uses a 12-guage shotgun to
hit tree limbs to gather mistletoe on a friend's farm in Junction City, Ky. Mistletoe shooting has a long tradition in the Southeast,
where the plant is commonly found.

H.A PP)

BIRTHDAY

for

Wednesday. Dec. 19, 2097:
This year. add in a sprinkle of

caution. A good idea can often
backfire on you. especially professionally. Frequently stop and
re-evaluate your pnonties, especially your reaction to money.
the materialistic world in general and your attitude toward a key
loved one. Have you been kidding yourself lately about an
inmortant matter't Stop. If you
arc single. you might opt to date
awhile before hooking up. if you
don't meet that special person in
NEW Home in fiNerlield the next few months. If you are
Estates Under con- attached, a profound change in
struction 3814 28A
your relationship might be
Formal dining room,
occumng. Is this what you
soaking tub and shower
want? Be open and step forward.
in
master
bath
Express
the depth of your feelHardwood and ceramic
Nit floors, graniN count- ings. CAPRICORN helps you
er tope, sod yard. and make money.
landscape Located on
Doran Rood South City The Stars Show the Kind of
usabst sidewalks. and Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic:
Wash pickup 6160.000 4-Positive. .1-Average: 2-So-so:
CM Matt Jenninga
I -Difficult
270-293.7872

MUST Seel, Juet
2.400 sp ft
brick
A I-- i-STIT1115 home Double garage
Prying* & beeutilul 2.
Poodles Female
cups. 8500 Toys sae lot. otos* to town
270-5191200-1350 (270)489 $139000
15570 by owner Murray
2761. 519-4471

ARIES(March 21-AprIl 19)
**** No surprise. *nes are
changing, you feel II in the air
You might be more tired then you
have been on a while. Rethink
your must-dos with the melbalion that you only have so much

energy Professionally you are
in a lortunate period Tonight
Your treat

TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** Keep certain information
secret. and you will be a lot happier If a child or Moved one starts
acting strangely. don't be surprised Give this person the
space or attention you feel he or
she needs Don't make this person s attitude a beg deal. Tonight:

All smiles
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
* You might want to rethink
a decision with an eye to a better
relationship with your family or a
roommate. You cannot continue
with the present situation That
fact
becomes
clearer
Communicate that
please
Tonight Some time oft
CANCER (Juno 21-July 22)

**** Understand what makes
you and others tick You also
might be more pivotal in others'
moods than you are aware of
Loosen up and eropy yourself
Still a change or infonnabon you
Maitre might not ilearni to need
extra thought. Tonight: Where
the action is.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** How you deal vnth
someone could change as the
result
of
your
attitude
Investigate and think positively
Understand that your spirit and
cheerfulness are needed Go to
the helm and accept your natural

position. Tonight. Curb unneeded spending.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** You might be out of kilter,
as you feel a motor planetary
change Note information that
might have been of will be coming up. Take your time as you
analyze a situation Investigate
possibilities. Tonight. Honor a
need to lie back.

LIBRA (Sept 23-Oct 22)
* st You might be uncomfortable with a feeling or what you
are sensing. Make it OK that others step up to the plate Of want
to lead. Their need to be dominant gives you plenty of thinking
time Consider what is happening with care. Tonight' Maybe
chat with a dear friend Or be
alone
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** During this period, a
friend might do a reversal, causing you to rethink the basis of
that bond. Don't make a big thing
out of the situation - for now
Use time as an ally. Discussions
prove to be illuminating in the
p.m. Tonight: Sort through possibilMes.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
**** Creativity puts an unusual slant on information. Allow
yourself to flourish with the
moment. Curb a tendency to
overspend in order to make
yourself feel better. Look at the

real issue at the heart of the matter Tonight: Easy does it.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Though others might find
you silent and a touch reclusive,
you are coming from an
anchored position. Usten to what

others are sharing. Creativity wit
team up with romance if you are
open. Tonight. Be the ever-playful Goat.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 19)
***** You could be wondering what is going on with a specific fnend Don't make a big deal
if someone seems more reclusive. Just keep your antenna up.
Clear your desk and return messages. If you can, finish up
errands. Tonight: You need all
the rest you can get!
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** You might want to do
something in a different manner.
If you open up to change, you
will see that someone has another view or opinion. You don't
have to play follow-the-Nadec
you are your own person,
Tonight: Hang out, finish errands
and share eggnog.
BORN TODAY
Actress Cicely Tyson (1933).
guitarist Alvin Lee (1944), Magician Criss Angel (1967)
Jacqueline Ellger Is on the
Internet at http://www.jacquelinebigercom,

